
2.3 (Jorge Angarita)   In this response, the student immediately grabs our attention with 
two visual elements.  The first is a photo with a call-out, focusing us on Kowali’s left 
hand.  The second is a hand-drawn diagram that appears to be a map of movement across 
time within a particular space.  The combination both directs our attention and prepares 
us for the subject of the report that follows.   
 
In addition to these representational tools, note how the student uses brackets for his 
reflections, as opposed to his observations, and an asterisk to indicate “look elsewhere for 
this” – including sketches and, apparently, a video of a sequence of activity. 
 
As if that weren’t enough, however, note the incredible digitally-rendered diagram at the 
end of this response.  It shows the broader context for the data he reports on Kowali’s left 
hand, i.e., Kowali’s movement through time and space as well as his own location during 
the session. 
 
The reflection section is also superb, covering a range of more conceptual, operational 
and practical matters.  These all require workable solutions, no matter how seemingly 
simple or obvious they might seem.  They are well worth his attention, indeed.  



Jorge Angarita – 09.11.12
Sept. 04, 2012 – 1 hr. Observation [11:43 - 12:45]
Lincoln Zoo RCAA - Kowali’s left hand

I. Restate the assignment
Pick a slower moving individual [I chose Kowali] to create a temporal map of one of its body 
parts [left hand]. The purpose being, to observe the body part’s movement in space and in 
relation to the rest of the body. Ideally natural and artificial temporal structures constraining 
the animals will be identified.

II. Set the stage
Knowing that I had to observe a slower moving individual and having experienced the bachelor 
troop and their playful behavior the week before, Kwan’s troop was the clear choice.
I arrived at 11:40am and quickly assessed the habitat, the troop was scattered around, some of 
them up on the branches and just few where in visible spots. I played the safe route and picked 
Kowali since she was on the floor, in the center of the covered area of the habitat and had a 
nearly perfect visibility.
I hesitated before picking a part of her body to observe but she was active with her hands at 
that moment so I picked the left one and started observing.



III. Report observations

11:43 Kowali is sitting hunched over resting her upper body on her left arm. She is repeatedly   
 grabbing food with the right hand and putting it on her mouth.
11:45 Her left hand is laying stable on the floor, palm facing down.
11:46 *Video showing Kowali eating in the previously described position.
11:47 She is using her hand as support and as pivoting point for her other arm while she   
 reaches her food. [This suggests to me that she is doing this to gather her food   
 comfortably and possibly spending less energy while doing so.]
11:49 When her gathering activity had her reaching for a farther place to collect her food, the   
 left hand stopped supporting her other arm and her left forearm took over that role.  
 Reaching farther also caused her to role her arm forward, this cause her hand to rotate,   
 her left palm is now facing upwards and her finger are clamped together. [they appear   
 to be in a relaxed state.]
11:51 Kowali stood up.*Ref. to sketch on scanned notes. [I though it was unusual to see her   
 supporting her upper body on her wrist, looks unnatural for a human but it’s probably   
 fine for a gorilla’s anatomy.]
11:52 [glass reflection is getting on my way]
11:54 [drawing temporal map diagram, *Ref. to sketch on scanned notes & cleaned up version  
 at the end of these observations.]
11:56 [People are getting on my way!]
11:57 [Changed to a second vantage point.]
11:58 Kowali is scratching her foot with her left hand.
11:59 Kwan came running and scared everyone off. Kowali happened to be on his way so she   
 quickly moved out. [It appeared this was also a sign of respect. I moved back to    
 my original vantage point as Kowali moved to her original position.]
12:06 Kwan is on the move again. Kowali approached him [maybe to calm him down] but he   
 did not do anything . She move away to the far end of the indoor habitat. [possibly to   
 have a better vantage point of everybody else in the troop.]  
12:08 [As she moved back it became very hard to keep track of her hand, there are too many   
 obstacles on the way and the amount of activity made me loose focus on her hand.]
12:11 She is now sitting on a nook while grabbing a rope .*Ref. to sketch on scans.
12:12 Kowali came back to her original location. Resting hand on the floor.
12:14 She is grabbing lettuce with her other hand to put it in her mouth.
12:15 *Video. Kowali is now back to her food gathering activity but she switched arms. She   
 is using a two finger pinch to grab small food and put it directly on her mouth with her   
 fingers. She repeating this movement over and over again but I also notice that    
 she uses her palm as a slide when the food she grabs larger amounts of food.
12:25 While grabbing food she picked up what seamed to be a large piece of carrot and held   
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 it on her hand for a few minutes but she threw it away and I couldn’t detect the reason,   
 if any.
12:26 Kowali moved to the right end of the habitat and laid down on the floor. She started   
 scratching her arm. At some point she started grabbing the metal fence, and kept her   
 hand up holding the fence with just a few fingers.
12:28 [She turned and it’s hard to se her move or any activity, is she sleeping?]
12:30 Kowali turned again and is now spread-legged laid on her back. She is scratching her   
 belly and at some point kept her hand up in the air in what appeared to be a relaxed   
 position. *Ref to sketch.
12:33 After a few minutes laying down she stood up and started picking brown food pellets. 
 She appears to be selective and is picking a pellet at a time using her left hand as a   
 holder while she keeps moving. After having collected a bunch she started to stuff her   
 mouth. She is not swallowing them and keeps collecting more to put in her mouth.
12:35 After a few minutes of collection she retreated to a black nook located on the left, next   
 to the metal fence and laid them all on the surface.
12:38 Her hand is not visible.
12:41 She started picking her nose and licking her fingers a couple of times.
12:44 She retreated back to the nook. Only her back is visible. *Ref. to sketch on scans.  
 [Not sure what she is doing, she is practically still and her hand is not visible]
12:45 [Observation end.]

Kowali’s time-stamped location map



IV. Summary of general insights gained
Kowali’s hand is an essential functional part of her body, it’s movements, positions, etc. are 
tightly related to any activity she is engaging in. She uses it to pick food, propel her body, 
support her weight, scratch herself.  
On more leisurely times, like when she is laying down her hand stops being a functional tool 
and remains in a more relaxed state.
[It is difficult for me to ascertain anything else. Even these ‘insights’ feel obvious and 
superficial.]

V. Reflect back on the process

This particular assignment felt specially challenging even though it should’ve been easier since 
we had a clearly defined task and conceptual agenda –I still feel there are too many things I do 
not know about Gorillas and it is hard to be selective and choose what to pay attention to. 
At this point everything or anything could be important.

Looking back at my choice of body part and deciding to pick a hand might have not been the 
smartest choice for this assignment. Hands are constantly utilized and I found it hard to keep 
up with what was going on. Jotting down notes, taking pictures, videos all while observing... I 
find all of these things useful but it is too easy to loose focus and overlook details.

It is particularly frustrating to be behind a glass, the reflection gets on the way, the habitat has 
a too many obstacles that block the view and it becomes impossible to follow any particular 
individual and even less one of it’s body parts.

Only with this assignment it dawned on me that field notes are just mnemonic tools, I do 
not have to spell out everything as long as I can understand my own notes. This –that now 
feels like an obvious realization– will end up augmenting my capacity to observe and give 
better accounts. Before I was too concerned with capturing ‘facts’, that’s why my previous 
assignments were merely transcriptions of my notes. But these in the moment field jottings are 
just the beginning of the actual field note writing process and I will need time –hopefully the 
same day field work was done– to download my thoughts and integrate them with the rest of 
my note notes.

Side note - being left handed, I find it difficult to write without being able to support my hand, 
while standing. I’ll have to find a way to do this better and quicker. 



VI. Scanned field notes








